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VMC Group welcomes Jordan Barnes as Northwest Territory Manager 

 

RENTON, Wash. (March 10, 2020) – VMC Group, a world leader in vibration isolation and seismic engineering services, is 

pleased to announce the addition of Jordan Barnes as Northwest Territory Manager in its new direct sales office in 

Washington. In his role, Barnes will oversee the expansion of VMC Group’s commercial construction market in the 

northwest region.  

 

Barnes’s background in seismic bracing code compliance and vibration isolation, combined with his sales and customer 

service experience, make him expertly equipped to manage the company’s seismic projects in the region. 

 

“We are pleased to have Jordan Barnes on board to take over the northwest region,” said John Wilson, Jr., CEO. “His 

professional manner, expertise and welcoming personality will allow him to redefine existing client relationships and 

establish future client relationships. Jordan will be a great fit as we develop VMC Group in the northwest region.” 

 

The Northwest is a natural fit for VMC Group expansion due to the region’s high seismic activity and need for seismic 

engineering expertise on every construction project. 

 

“Seismic projects are heavy in coordination and require not only the proper engineering expertise, but top quality 

products that are certified to withstand seismic events,” said Barnes. “VMC Group can deliver on all of those needs, and 

I’m looking forward to helping meet and exceed our customers’ expectations.”  

 

About VMC Group 

For over 10 decades, VMC Group has been recognized as a world leader in the design and manufacture of vibration 

isolation, seismic control and shock protection products. Its comprehensive product and engineering solutions cover a 

variety of industries – commercial construction, industrial/vehicular, OEM and military/aerospace. The company's full 

range of spring, elastomeric architectural mounts, wire rope isolators, curbs and bases are proven to meet and exceed 

specifications for any seismic, non-seismic, shock, or even bomb blast application. VMC Group is ISO Accredited by the 

International Accreditation Service (IAS) as a Product Certification Agency (PCA-127), Third-Party Certification Body, 

establishing it as the first and only product-certifying agency for special seismic and wind certification of nonstructural 

building components and their mounting configurations. 

 

VMC Group’s project managers and engineers are best known for working closely with customers to exceed their 

expectations in the design, development and manufacturing of solutions for a specific application need. This 

philosophical approach is called The Power of Together™, and it defines the partnering relationship customers can 

expect when they work with the firm. VMC Group is in it with you. That’s why the company and each of its brands 

emerged as, and continue to be, world leaders. 

 

For more information on VMC Group products or new product lines, please visit thevmcgroup.com, ibcapproval.com, 
vibrationmounts.com or shaketest.com, or call 800-569-8423. 
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